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MEECA’S TRIUMPH
Overcoming a life of abuse and hardship

Story and photo by
Kavita Ramcharitar

Meeca Sookoo at her
office in Trincity recently.

A

S A YOUNG girl, Meeca Sookoo
lived in a family in which
abuse was a constant part of
their lives. She was a silent
victim of domestic violence—an innocent child who experienced horrors as her mother and other two
siblings became victims of years of
brutality by her father.
“The pain of childhood trauma
growing up in an abusive home both
verbally and physically while facing
financial struggle was devastating,”
said Meeca.
The 33-year-old who originally
hails from Arima but presently lives at
Chase Village, Chaguanas related her
life’s struggle to InFocus.
“My parents never had a full education because they dropped off
from primary school. My father married my mom at age 15,” said Meeca.
“We grew up in a little blue board
house, where eight of us including
my grandparents had to use one outdoor bathroom and outhouse.”
Despite all the struggles her mom
went through she always saw the
positive in life. In contrast, Meeca,
unable to deal with her depression,
slit her own wrist, but was fortunate
that nothing happened. She later
vowed that she would never do that
again and instead put her thoughts
towards furthering herself.
“I always did good in primary
school and took my education seriously, but because of the good
teachers I had, I passed the Common
Entrance Examination for El Dorado
Secondary School,” said Meeca.
After completing secondary
school and unable to further her
studies because of financial difficulties, Meeca did a course in Technical
Drawing, since she always loved construction.
“When I was about to complete
the course and about to receive my
results, my father was incarcerated
because of his illegal activities. We
knew nothing about it, which caused
the family embarrassment,” said
Meeca.
“It was really humiliating for us but
that did not stop me from furthering
my education. I heard that John Donaldson Technical Institute had free
courses, so I applied for the Civil Engineering Technician Course, which
was a three-year course.”
Not long after graduating, she got

a job as a civil engineering assistant
following which she applied to the
University of the West Indies to pursue a Bachelors in Civil Engineering.
“The money I worked for together
with what my sisters who did babysitting, was put together to pay bills and
take care of our mother,” said Meeca.
“During my father’s incarceration I
was always in fear that because the illegal stuff was found at our home the
entire family could once more face
embarrassment.”
Growing up in a Christian home,
they would pray and put their faith in
God, with the hope that all would be
well.
“In my final year at UWI, in 2012,
I was at a friend’s home when I got
a phone call from my sister that my
mother got into a car accident, while
on her way from bible studies at the
church. When I inquired as to how
bad it was, my sister said it seemed
her leg was broken”.
“On arriving at the Arima Hospital,
I saw a lot of people from her church

‘I still have challenges and now my
past life is just a memory. It gives me
the strength to push for my goals...’
outside the hospital together with my
brother and sister. I asked where is
mommy and I was told that my mother had died,” said Meeca.
With mixed emotions of anger and
hurt Meeca cried, “My mother was a
woman who would give her life for
her children. My father is alive and my
mother who suffered abuse from him
should not die like this.”
“I remember going to the funeral
home and touching the feet of my
mom and I asked myself, why so
much of unfairness? My mother has
always been my inspiration and support. She was looking forward to me
graduating after finishing UWI.”

She did her best to remain strong
as she was mere weeks away from
completing her Bachelors in Civil
Engineering. Joining with her sister,
the siblings laid their mother to rest
and Meeca later wrote her final exam
three weeks after the funeral. She
passed and later graduated from UWI
with an undergraduate degree.
Meeca presently holds an MSc in
Construction Management and continues to work in the construction
industry as a project and plant engineer. She is currently a site manager
at a building project in Trincity. She
considers it to be a growing and a
learning experience for her.

“I love the construction field. It
invigorates me to see something on
a piece of paper come to life and the
process it takes to plan and execute
everything that needs to be done for
a building.”
Earlier this year, she was invited to Success Laventille Secondary
School where she related her story
for the first time on a public forum.
“It was no easy thing, but I always wanted to do this mentorship
programme and I am now actively
involved in it.”
“I hope as a young woman in a
male dominated field, I would continue to make a difference to women
like me who have faced many difficulties. I hope to be an inspiration to
them,” said Meeca.
“I still have challenges and now
my past life is just a memory. It gives
me the strength to push for my
goals. This has taught me that while
achieving your goals, spend every
possible time with your family and
close ones.”
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ISSUE 7 IS HERE!

THIS issue marks our final publication for 2020
and with the holidays and new year quickly approaching, we’re already looking ahead to our
next issue in January 2021.
This year has been a difficult one for many
of us and with the continuing Covid-19 pandemic, we have all had to make adjustments to
the way we live on a daily basis.
As we look towards 2021, we hope that you
continue taking the necessary precautions to
keep you and your loved ones safe during the
holiday season. We thank you for your continued support, feedback and words of encouragement.
InFocus would like to take this opportunity to give special thanks to those that advertised with us throughout the year. Your support

makes this publication possible and we are extremely grateful for it, especially during these
trying times.
For those who have just discovered us, we
are a community newspaper, designed to allow
communities to shed light on issues that are
normally overlooked by the mainstream media.
This volunteer-driven publication is focused on
community-based journalism, providing coverage focused on individuals, neighbourhoods,
suburbs and community life in Trinidad and
Tobago.
We again invite non-profits organisations,
community groups, schools, community sports
teams and individuals to share their stories and
photos with us. We are here to put you in focus.
InFocus is available free of charge at select

locations around the country. It is also available
for download via our website, with a digital version of Issue 6 coming very soon at:
http://www.infocustt.com

Be sure to follow us on social media for
updates on new issues.
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/InFocusTT/
Twitter: @InFocusTT
Instagram: @infocusmediatt
Would you like to contribute a story,
article or photo? Or maybe support our
publication by advertising with us?
We would love to hear from you.

Drop us a line at infocusmediatt@gmail.
com or contact via phone at 367-3430
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Gossip, fake news and the new communication culture...

For better, or for worse?

By Professor Ramesh Deosaran
(Professor Emeritus Ramesh Deosaran
ORTT, a former Independent Senator,
has published several books on social
psychology and criminology).

G

OSSIP is largely known as idle
chatter; loose and free conversation especially about other persons. And very, very judgmental in
communities where everyone along the
street knows each other by name, occupation and family. Largely female-driven,
gossip helps to consolidate the neighbourhood. Gossip forms a large part of
the new technologically-driven modes
of communication. Facebook, twitter,
Instagram carry gossip, even rumour and
post-truth.
A live, neighbourly friend-to-friend
gossip or rumour could be denied, corrected or amended if not true. With the
electronic feed on Facebook etc, not so
easy. Electronically-driven gossip, rumour and fake news have become so
bothersome that the US Congress has
now called before it the CEOs of Facebook, Google and Twitter to explain and
possibly censor. The world of mass communication has drastically changed.
Long ago, it was usually a small walk
from one house to the next to “give the
latest”. Then you would see two or three,
in homely dress, chatting away, sometimes wildly gesticulating and frowning,
according to the sweetness” of the ole
talk. In “long time” days, the “gossip moment” was around mid-morning, when
children went to school and husbands
went to work. Now hold on, men do it too,
especially in rum-shops or bars. But you
have to admit, there is a difference.
Now if you feel that gossip is just “idle
chatter”, or too “light” to write about, you
may be missing something important.
Facebook or twitter gossip has a moral
force, a psychological form of governance to keep things and people in order.

Through the fear of gossip, villagers felt
compelled to abide by the social and
moral codes of the neigbourhood. If a
person, man or woman, is brought home
helplessly drunk or got in some kind of
court-house trouble, woe be unto such a
person if “the neighbours find out”. And
don’t ask if it is something sexually taboo.
Let’s just say “you dead”.
The “news” will become the “latest”
among the trusted group of gossipers,
this tightly-knitted bunch whose members are never reluctant to gossip about
one another too. Gossip has taken on
such a force, especially in rural communities, that whenever you see two or
three villagers talking together, you feel
they are “gossiping”—even without hearing what they are actually saying. And if
while gossiping, they cast a look at you
or your house, well, your paranoia steps
in, especially if you know you really did
something wrong.
This is the fear of becoming the subject of gossip. Its psychological force
is fierce and often ruthless, sparing no
friends. In fact, the inclination to gossip
is so strong that even your good friend
will use “private” information about you
to gossip with another friend.
Even doing so with the warning: “Ah
only telling you, but doh tell nobody,
yuh know.” Or “Doh say I tell yuh so, yuh
know.” Or “Ah sorry for she, yuh know, but
girl, she should learn to behave.” This example is more definitive: “Girl, ah eh know
if is true, yuh know, but hear dis.” Gossip
becomes a kind of “friendly fire.” Such
shared sentiments help keep village life
together. The codes, moral and social,
are quite clear and shared.
But there is more. Like restorative
justice itself, for gossip to have effect in
a community, there must also be a climate for shame. If a person does not feel
ashamed for not paying maintenance, or
being found helplessly drunk, gossip will
not matter to such a person.
Gossip, like rumour, is also part of
class conflict. There is great satisfaction
in the working class finding something
“juicy” about members of the upper
class—a doctor, a judge, a movie star,
a politician, a priest or pundit, a professor, a lawyer, or better yet, a President or
Prime Minister.
In fact, that is the main reason for the
economic success of many an enquiring
magazine, newspaper, radio or television
show. The late enigmatic editor, Patrick
Chookolingo, in his weekly Bomb newspaper had a popular column entitled
“Would You Believe?” A controversial device used to introduce rumour or gossip,
mainly about the upper class. And so, the
lower class delighted in reading about

“the hypocrisy”, the double standards, of the upper class.
Overall, though, as our villages
became more and more urbanised,
as our houses became townhouses,
apartments and condos, neighbourliness grew further and further apart.
Moral policing lost ground. Gossip suffered a loss in the human
touch. Not a complete loss though.
After all, chat-room, Facebook,

twitter, blogs and other electronic means of communication have
multiplied the spread of gossip, rumours and even propaganda, but at
least in the case of gossip, its effects
have diminished considerably.
The telephone has replaced the
“gyap” where the gossip once enjoyed verbal, facial and emotional
embellishments.
Gossip, like rumour and propa-

ganda, are gaining increasing importance in the psychological literature.
The main reason being that they
can be used as strategic manipulators of public opinion, even leading
to political victories or causing character assassinations and financial
collapse. Will the new modes of
electronic communication make it
better or worse?
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Covid-19 crippling effect on
the entertainment industry
By David Cuffy

E

NTERTAINMENT is not just for
persons to revel and have
fun. It is a major business and
economic driver.
The economic contribution of
the entertainment sector in Trinidad
and Tobago has often been overlooked, under-reported and misrepresented. However, the industry
impacts a plethora of stakeholders,
both the obvious and those which
may not be that obvious.
Given the massive and total cancellations of all events and festivals
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, all
those stakeholders are suffering
catastrophic loss of income totaling millions of dollars. Many shows
and concerts have either been
postponed or cancelled entirely
over virus fears. For independent
producers and event performers,
the coronavirus crisis has left many
of them without jobs, and with no
income.
Lutalo Masimba (Brother Resistance), president of The Trinbago
Unified Calypsonians’ Organisation (TUCO), points out that the
entertainment sector and creative
industries, here at home, include
hundreds of micro, small and medium businesses; a sector which
facilitates thousands in a framework of casual employment; a sector that contributes to the nation’s
GDP.
“This is the sector that boasts
of a recording industry 108 years
old and is today still lobbying for at
least 50 per cent local content on
the nation’s airwaves (radio and tel-

Lutalo Masimba
(Brother Resistance),
president of The Trinbago
Unified Calypsonians’
Organisation (TUCO).

evision),” he pointed out. “It is the
entertainment sector that would
have branded Trinidad and Tobago
in the global market place (not oil
and gas). It is the Trinidad Carnival
that continues to lead the nation’s
tourism thrust in the world.”
Masimba observed that Covid-19 has decimated the industry,
and forever changed the way it will
operate in the future.
“In the immediate local scenario, the restriction of gatherings to
no more than five persons has distressed the entertainment sector
and creative industries,” he said.
“The closure of bars, restaurants, cinemas, concert halls, and
performance spaces, the restriction of beach limes, river limes
and community sessions, parties
and steelband yards would have its
greatest impact on the entertain-

ment scene in more ways than one.
Factor in the stagnation of the hotel
and hospitality sector worldwide,
the closure of territorial borders by
restriction of air and sea travel, and
the lack of cruise liner activity,”
The cancellation of literature
festivals, sporting and theatrical
activity, music festivals, trade fairs
and entertainment expos throughout the world means that even
alternative economic opportunities for our own entertainment
stakeholders has been reduced to
ground zero, he added.
The many Trinidad-styled Carnivals held throughout the Caribbean, North America and Europe
have all been cancelled. Such a
crisis, he noted, has brought distress on the livelihood of all artistes and entertainers, inclusive
of calypsonians, soca artistes,
musicians, panists, stage managers, road managers, and crew,
music producers, videographers,
photographers, publicists, promoters, lighting and audio technicians, fashion designers, hair
stylists, and set designers.
Up to the time of writing, the
Culture Ministry had maintained
that no final decision had been
taken by the Government on the
hosting of Carnival 2021. The Ministry said the trajectory of the Covid-19 virus will be a major factor in
any decisions regarding Carnival.
Earlier this year, former Culture
Minister Dr Nyan Gadsby-Dolly had
said: “At this time, the government is carefully and successfully
managing a global pandemic, and
every decision is taken with due

Sugar Aloes, right, performs at Calypso Fiesta.

care and concern for the health and
well-being of our population, which is
the primary concern at this time and
moving forward.”
Nevertheless, industry experts are
of the view that Carnival 2021 in Trinidad
and Tobago is not likely to be staged.
After all, Carnival production timelines
require bands to start working soon after the season ends in preparation for
the next year.
So when Covid-19 hit in early March
of this year, forcing cancellations of
countless Caribbean Carnival events,
many island nations were left scrambling. Many local businesses that depend on the revenue year-round have
been left at a standstill, and the impact has been felt by everyone. The
implications of cancelling Carnival are
far-reaching, as the economic benefits
of the festival are diffused over multiple
sectors.

So, make no mistake. The impact
of a cancellation of Trinidad and Tobago Carnival for one year, particularly in
these current circumstances, will be
exponentially more severe than all the
years without it combined, during the
world wars—a comparison many pundits and laymen usually reference when
discussing the possibility.
Rescheduling the festival to a date
later in the year, as was done during
the polio epidemic of 1972, may not be
logistically feasible either, due to the
uncertainty of an “all clear” signal from
health experts that the virus has been
successfully contained.
For now, therefore, our next Carnival
season may very well be in 2022.

Editor’s note: This article was
submitted in early September, prior
to the announcement of Carnival
2021’s cancellation.
A masquerader
parades in a
costume from
Jagessar and
Associates.
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Orange Valley fishermen at sea.

Orange Valley fishermen:

Stop giving fisherfolks
false hope

Ashok Poonwasie

By Krishna Maharaj
ORANGE VALLEY fishermen believe
they are being neglected by government officials in their struggle
to make a decent living.
Fishing boat owner and captain of Mine Games Nixon Kissoon
told InFocus that “Covid- 19 is affecting them really bad financially
in the market”.
Kissoon said the fishing committee of Orange Valley Couva
is losing lots of money because
they have to sell their catch to
third parties in order to make a
quick turnover.
“Fishermen lives are in danger

because when they come in after a long haul in the night, they
don’t know who is who, because
there is no electricity in the area,”
said Kissoon.
For the last month, he said, the
appeal for lights and security has
fallen on deaf ears, and it has become a task to have to take boat
engines back and forth, because
of the fear of having them stolen.
Fishermen have no form of
safety, with no street lights and
security, he said, adding that he
has to pay nine men, whether they
catch fish or not, $200 per person per day.
“I have to pay out $1,800 to

workers and purchase gas that
costs a ridiculous $1,500 per day.
It is rather frustrating,” he said. “I
have been filing for gas rebate for
the last three years, and to this
day fishermen haven’t received a
single cent.”
VAT removal is another issue,
he pointed out, especially when
there is a need to buy engine
parts.
“We are struggling because all
we know about is fishing,” said
Kissoon, the father and uncle,
respectively, of two young fishermen who died at sea last year.
To date, nothing has come out of
that.

Captain of Mine Games Nixon Kissoon. —Photos by KAVITA RAMCHARITAR

“Presently, my nephew who
is 19, is about to go out at sea,”
he added. “That is all he knows.
Right now, boat engine parts
and fishing nets are not available. Everything for the purpose
of fishing has become a challenge.”
Kissoon is calling on the relevant authorities to clarify the
gas rebate and subsidies issues,
and to stop giving fisher folks
false hope.
Another fisherman, Ashok
Poonwasie, said, fish sales have
dropped. It is very slow, because fish is selling as low as $7
per pound.

It was very sad, said Poonwasie, to hear when a fisherman in
Tobago was charged for going
to his fishing boat.
“He has to maintain his boat”,
said Poonwasie.
Fishermen work very hard because they spend all night out
sea and nobody seems to care,
he added. They have no other
means of livelihood, and at this
time fish sales are very slow.
“I have been in the fishing
business for over 40 years, after
taking over from my grandfather
and father who were fishermen,
but this is the worst to ever happen,”said Poonwasie.
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Toco child In
need of laptop
W

Story and Photo by Kavita Ramcharitar

HILE driving along
the Paria Main
Road in Toco, Tamara Baptiste was
seen sitting outside on her
doorsteps, surrounded by
school books with no computer near her.
Her grandmother, Inez
Baptiste is appealing to a
good Samaritan to donate
a laptop computer to her
granddaughter Tamara with
her school work.
“I try to assist my granddaughter in whatever way

possible with her school
work that is sent by her
teacher to my cellphone.”
Tamara is a Standard
Four pupil of the Toco Anglican Primary and she
takes her school work very
seriously. She thanked her
grandmother, Inez, for helping and ensuring that her
school work is always done.
Studying without a dedicated device to keep up
with the class has been difficult but so far Tamara is
coping.

“It is really unfortunate
for Tamara to study with no
teacher and then have to
wait for her miss to send
her day’s school work on my
cellphone,” said Inez.
“It has become difficult
for this child, who makes
the extra effort to have her
school work done, while
other children have the luxury of having their lessons
taught to them virtually.”
If you would like to assist
Tamara, please contact InFocus at 367-3430.
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As pandemic continues...

Maxi taxi business
down in Tobago

Story by Krishna Maharaj
Photo: Davy Gopaul

W

ILLIAM ARNOLD also
known as Ray, along
with his wife Marcia
and their children
planned on building a holiday
apartment in Tobago as a dream
project. However, their dreams
were shattered, after they lost
both of their sons in separate
motorcycle accidents three years
apart.
After leaving school, Ray got
into draughting, architecture and
carpentry. However, these proved

unprofitable for him at the time
and this led him into the taxi business.
“Doing this work it has its ups
and downs, but because of my
love for driving and taking people
to their destinations safely, I continued in the transport business,”
said Ray.
Ray purchased a 12-seater
initially, then he later bought a
22-seater and a 25-seater after
that. With his taxi business now
doing well, Ray decided to get
married to Marcia and they tied
the knot in 1986. After their marriage, the couple had two sons,

Reaon and Keron. Both children
assisted their father with the
business and eventually took an
interest in motorcycles as they
grew into adulthood.
Keron became a chef and
would go the mall with his friends
to participate in fundraising activities for children at least once a
month, and at the end of the year
they would distribute food, gifts
and hampers to families in need.
They would do this through the
Village Council and various businesses that contributed to their
charitable activities.
With everything going well for

‘

The bills won’t
stop if the
virus spreads

the family, they looked forward to fulfilling their dream but then, in 2013,
tragedy struck unexpectedly when
Keron lost his life in a motorcycle accident.
“It was a very tragic accident and
it was very hard for us. It was no easy
thing to lose a child but we tried to
contain ourselves and keep on going.”
But three years later, just as they
were getting over the loss of their son,
Ray and Marcia tragically lost their
other son Reaon, again due to a motorcycle accident. As difficult as it was,
Ray said that he believed that this was
God’s will and we cannot question God.
As a tribute to their children, Ray
and Marcia continued to carry out the
charitable work of their lost sons for
three years, with Keron’s friends in the
culinary community also contributing
food to the cause.
“After picking up the pieces, losing our two sons, I continued with my
transport business by transporting
school children,” said Ray. “It has not
been easy, it is slow because the Division of Education would pay us any
time, sometimes I would work an entire
term without getting paid, but for the
safety of the children, I continued.”
Ray also provides transport for tours
and tourists, providing transport when
cruise ships dock or travel agencies
book his services. However, with Tobago’s tourism sector suffering due to
the global impact of Covid-19, the need
for his service has almost vanished.
“What has been keeping up Tobago is local tourists from Trinidad,”
said Ray.

’

“With Covid-19, our income has
been slashed. It’s not like I have a
9-5 job to make ends meet. I have no
paid sick days or vacation. To make
it worse there have been limited
provisions to help maxi drivers.”
“If I stop working, there’s no
money coming in,” he said. “Many
colleagues have lost their maxis to
foreclosure but I am trying hard to
stay above waters in these difficult
times.”
Before the pandemic, it was difficult to find regular passengers as
a maxi driver, as Tobagonians, particularly from the south-western
end, simply did not use maxi taxis as
a regular means of transport.
Not being deterred when the crisis began, Ray took to the streets
anyway, taking passengers wherever
he found them, but eventually found
there was no work to be had as the
streets were empty.
“It made no sense to continue
working and losing money instead
of earning it. I need to pay for food
and other expenses. The bills won’t
stop if the virus spreads,” said Ray.
After 35 years as a maxi driver,
Ray hopes that this isn’t the end for
maxi drivers on the island.
“Maxi drivers are struggling without the tourists and can barely make
ends meet,” he said. “We hope that
restrictions will be eased before the
upcoming Christmas season so
that people can freely travel between Trinidad and Tobago. Hopefully this will help businesses to
boom in Tobago.”
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MEET THE MANDOLIN MAN
By David Cuffy

L

LOYD GILBERT’S lifelong passion
for the mandolin is what eventually influenced his daughter
Marcia to dub him “The Mandolin Man.”
The mandolin is a small stringed
musical instrument in the lute family. It evolved in the 18th century in
Italy and Germany, and was first used
in Indian orchestras, Indian classical groups, Ramayan groups, and
the like, before the advent of synthesisers and other electronic instruments which have now become
popular in the music
industry.
“I love this beautiful instrument which I
have been playing for
over 40 years, even
though I never learnt
to read music,” said
Gilbert.
“Nevertheless, I have learned
to play an eclectic
range of music over
the years. However,
my love is for Parang,
the Latin-influenced
music of Trinidad
and Tobago which is
popular at Christmas
time.”
Gilbert, now 74
years of age, was
born in the town of Point Fortin in
1946. He moved to Rio Claro with his
family when he was seven years old,
but returned to the town ten years
later to live and work with his uncle.
At age 21 he met his wife and moved
to Buenos Ayres where he formed a
Parang band known as Los Canarios
in 1980.
“I played with my own band Los
Canarios of Buenos Ayres during the
80’s, and went on to become the lead
mandolinist for the popular La Divina Pastora, formed by the late Daisy
Voisin, for around 20 years,” he recalled.
Los Canarios enjoyed wide popularity during its era as a member of
the National Parang Association of
Trinidad and Tobago (NPATT). The
group also appeared regularly with
the Erin Folk Performers.
Prior to this, Gilbert was a guitarist with another band called Los
Caballeros, and a member of the St
Francis of Assisi RC Church Choir. He
made several appearances, playing
his mandolin, on the then popular
local television programme Scouting
for Talent a number of times, placing
first in one of the preliminaries, and
earning a fifth place in the finals on
his last performance.

He also played on backing tracks
for well-known entertainers, inclusive of King Wellington (Hawthorne
Wellington Quashie), Marcia Miranda, Baron (Timothy Watkins), Cro
Cro (Weston Rawlins), Preacher
(Barnett Henry), M’BA (Gary Thomasos), and Joseph Adams, to name
a few.
Currently, he is working on some
projects with Kenny Phillips, owner/
managing director of the popular
south-based radio station known
for featuring all-local music, WACK
91.1.
“Lloyd is my go-to mandolinist,
and has been so for
many, many years,”
said Phillips. “He has
been working with
me on my recordings of local artistes
for more years than
I can remember. As
a matter of fact, the
majority of entertainers with whom I
have worked over the
years would insist
that Lloyd and his
trusty mandolin must
always be included
on their recordings.”
The
mandolin,
stressed Gilbert, is a
phenomenal choice
of instrument, for
anyone who wants to improve their
memory, or boost their creative
skills. “An absolute beginner can
pick it up and learn to love it. With
only four pairs of strings, it is much
easier to make chords, and many
will only require the use of two fingers. But, like all instruments it takes
work to become proficient. But it is
a versatile instrument that can play
just about any style of music. I find
it much easier to play than a guitar. The best mandolin players of all
time have the ability to create flawless music, whether it’s a rehearsed
piece or a freestyle composition.”
Gilbert recently established a
YouTube channel titled, “Lloyd Gilbert The Mandolin Man,” where visitors can listen to and enjoy a playlist
containing more than 100 selections
in the different genres of music he
plays, in addition to 20 of his original compositions, among which are
popular Parang selections.
If the mandolin is what you want
to play, go after it and don’t quit,
advised Gilbert. “Age is not that important. Anyone can do it. Acquire
an acceptable instrument with good
strings, and an instructor, and you
can be assured that the fun never
stops for the rest of your life.”

‘I love this
beautiful
instrument
which I have
been playing for
over 40 years,
even though I
never learnt to
read music’

SELF-TAUGHT: Lloyd Gilbert plays the mandolin which he has been playing for over 40 years.
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The Bollywood Baba
By Kavita Ramcharitar

A

YOUNG pundit who focused on spirituality during the pandemic said
that Covid-19 is a sign that
the universe is balancing itself by
bringing people and families together.
“With Covid-19 and the cancellation of religious events, I created an area where I spend my time
in studies and mediation,” said
Pundit Balmesh Sieunarine.
Pundit Balmesh said that for
Divali, he would normally perform at the Divali Nagar, but this
year he will be doing pujas for his
godchildren, as the yearly attraction is not taking place due to the
pandemic.
“One should not wait for Divali
to do their pujas; it can be done at
any time except during Pitru Paksh
which is the ritual for the departed
souls,” advised Balmesh.
Balmesh Sieunarine, 27, who
grew up in a Hindu family with lots
of religious involvement said that
everyone is born with a purpose
and his was to bring awareness to
people in his role as a pundit.
“At eight years of age, when
there were yagnas(prayers) in
the village, I would attend and
listen to the chants and would
start chanting the mantras with-

out any knowledge of Hindi,” said
Balmesh.
Balmesh was initiated at age
11 and kept himself occupied by
attending yagnas, playing instruments and singing. He grew up in
a rural community and would stay
in the temple during yagnas which
lasted for seven or nine days.
“I played the dholak without
any real knowledge of it, learning by beating a box or anything
else I could find. My father could
not afford to buy me a dholak because of our financial situation so
I learnt on my own.”
After years of self-teaching, Balmesh later learnt to play
dholak and the harmonium professionally from the musical genius Rana Mohip. Later on, because of Balmesh’s personality
and the way he carries himself
as a spiritual leader, singing and
composing his own songs, he was
dubbed “The Bollywood Baba” by
many.
However, the road to becoming
a pundit was not an easy one as
Balmesh faced many obstacles in
his life.
“I went through a lot in life and
I was taken advantage of in many
ways. I was bullied and had a lot of
challenges in my family including
the loss of my brother when I was
five and my mother’s ill health.”

At 19, Balmesh was given a
choice to move to Canada or to
become a pundit. Not knowing who
to speak to he sought advice from
a pundit, but received no help or
advice, so he turned to prayer.
“Lord Hanuman helped me
make the decision. After chanting the Hanuman Chalisa (a religious text), I fell asleep and I
saw Lord Hanuman walk up to me
and he looked into my eyes,” said
Balmesh.
“At that moment I felt a burst of
energy and vibration that woke me
up. Looking at myself in the mirror
afterwards, I was able to make my
own decision that I should remain
here and carry on as a pundit.”
Now a pundit, Balmesh is
still studying the Ramayana at
the Chinmaya Mission of Trinidad & Tobago under Swami
Prakashananda. He currently
assists students with their studies and also does motivational
speaking for the youths.
For those who have been affected by Covid-19, the pundit
offered some words of encouragement.
“This pandemic offered the
opportunity to gain a greater understanding and reconnect with
who you are. Focus on your life
and pray, now is the time to do
so,” advised Balmesh.
Pundit Balmesh Sieunarine.

The art of making

DEYAS

Story and photo
by Kavita Ramcharitar

Gunness Samaroo is assisted by his wife Joanne Gangeram in making the deyas.

“THE art of making deyas may seem
simple, but there is a lot of work that
goes into making the final product,”
says Gunness Samaroo.
When InFocus visited Samaroo’s
workshop at Perseverance Road,
Chase Village, he could be seen busy
at work shaping the deyas with assistance from his wife Joanne Gangeram
and son Mark. He has been making
deyas for over 20 years.
“We look forward to making the
deyas for Divali,” said Gunness. “During the year, we make other things
such as flower pots and lamp shades

by orders. The pottery expert said, the
mixture of clay and dirt play an important role in ensuring that the deyas do
not break, leak or crack after the baking process.
“You have to be skilled with your
hands to master the arts,” said Gunness.
Divali is celebrated in the latter part
of the year, usually in October or November.
This Hindu lunar festival of lights
honours Mother Lakshmi, who represents light, beauty, riches and love.
The festival also celebrates the return
of Lord Rama from exile. Divali was
celebrated on Saturday 14th November 2020.
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The Boatman on King’s Wharf
Stories and photos
by Lydia Frederick

T

HERE is always a buzz at King’s
Wharf in San Fernando. If the
water, seagulls or pelicans
there could talk, they would
probably have many stories about
the interesting characters that traverse the space. Certainly, there will
be a mouthful to spill about Barry
Andre Aaron, a third-generation boat
builder.
With the teachings passed down
from his grandfather to his father,
Barry, the first and eldest of five children found himself shadowing his
father, learning from him as he went
along.
“He always worked hard for
his family and he never drank or
smoked,” said Barry.
Whenever the opportunity arose,
his father would take him to his
workshop to watch him work on a
boat he was building. He was captivated and fascinated as he saw
his father use the various materials
such as wood, matting and fiberglass along other components to
bring his vessel to life. But most importantly, it allowed Aaron an opportunity to get his hands dirty, which
was thrilling to him.
“The first time my father took me
out on a boat to catch fish, I was a little boy, still in primary school,” said
Barry. “I got seasick, it was terrible,
but two weeks later, I was back on
the boat fishing.”
As his fishing episodes with his
father continued as he grew from
a boy into adulthood, so did Barry’s
love for boats and the sea as well.
These episodes would start at 3pm
in the afternoon and conclude at
6am the following day. Afterwards,
he was still expected to go to school.
Upon completion of his primary school education, Barry began
working along his father full time;
building boats, repairing engines

and catching fish to sell to feed the
family of seven.
On any given day, he would be
scolded by his father, who was very
strict and serious when it came to
the accuracy and precision involved
in constructing a boat. Barry admits
that he is grateful as he looks back
today, knowing that it was for his
own good as he is reaping the benefits of it.
When his father passed away just
over 35 years ago, Barry embraced
his father’s role and with no hesitation he stepped into his father’s
shoes. His mother Mona Aaron is still
alive at eighty-two years.
“I was born to do this, I love doing this, to making something so
beautiful,” Barry said passionately.
The sign of “Barry and Son”
hangs proudly as registered business at King’s Wharf in San Fernando. His son, Richard, pursues other
interests but is supportive of his father and can be found occasionally
at his father’s place of business.
At 60 years of age, Barry has always been ready and willing to pass
on his knowledge to anyone who has
a heart for the job, but an apprentice
has been difficult to find.
Barry’s easy going nature has
made him well-known by fishermen,
vendors and patrons on the wharf.
He finds joy in building and repairing
boats and engines so his customers
can be satisfied when they go to sea
to fish, whether it be to feed their
families or for recreation.
However, the last boat he built
was some two years ago and he
laments that due to the current
economic situation, there has been
a sharp decline in customers who
want custom made boats. Those that
do turn to builders using cheaper,
less durable materials, something
that Barry refuses to do, due to his
high standards.
Visit Barry at #2 King’s Wharf and
you will see his boat SEAFOOD II, a

Barry Andre Aaron works
on the body of a boat on
King’s Wharf, San Fernando,
recently.

vessel that he built himself and is
currently repairing. He eagerly anticipates the day he can take the boat
out to sea.
“I can’t wait to take her out to sea
fish. That freedom you feel, I don’t
have the words to express it,” Barry
said enthusiastically.
Despite his enthusiasm, Barry is
very much concerned with the new
infrastructural developments taking
place at King’s Wharf. After all is said
and done, he wonders, will there be
a place for him and the others on
the wharf? After all, it’s a place that
many have known all of their lives.

Barry repairs a boat engine.
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PANNIST: IT’S A MATTER OF SURVIVAL
Story and photo
by Kavita Ramcharitar

W

ELL-TRAVELLED
and
popular professional
pannist Alan Cardinal
has found a novel way
to make a living during the Covid-19 pandemic.
“Sitting down home would not
pay off, so I decided to use my
art form as a practice session,
while I market my punches, juice
and water, and perform with the
steelpan for passersby and villagers at Avocat Junction,” said
Cardinal, when InFocus caught
up with him plying his new trade,
recently.
The 46-year-old entertainer
who has been playing the national musical instrument since
he was an eight-year-old, and
has travelled to different parts of
the world performing, said due

Pannist Alan Cardinal at Avocat Junction.

to the outbreak of the Covid-19
virus, employment for him has
come to a screeching halt.

“It is now a matter of survival, as the little savings you had
is almost finished,” he said. “In

The art of making

the past money was no problem,
but with this situation now life is
tough.”
Cardinal, who was born, and
grew up in Siparia now lives at
Cooker Street, in Avocat Village,
located just a short distance off
Fyzabad, South Trinidad.
He began playing the steelpan
with Deltones Steel Orchestra
in Siparia, before moving on to
Skiffle Bunch in San Fernando,
followed by Phase II Pan Groove
Steel Orchestra in Woodbrook.
“I then went on my own performing throughout Trinidad and
Tobago, Taiwan, Singapore, and
throughout the Caribbean,” he
said.
His last job was doing performances in hotels and restaurants
in Barbados. The father of four
children now comes out on evenings to ply his new trade at the
Junction.

Doll Ramsin

CHULHA
Story and photos
by Kavita Ramcharitar

A

MOTHER of seven said the
making of chulhas and dirt ovens is a stress-reliever for her.
Doll Ramsingh, who has
been showcasing how her ancestors
cooked using the dirt oven, learnt
the art of making the chulha from her
mother and grandmother.
“As the eldest child I spent most
of my time with my mother and began learning from her,” said Ramsingh. “Back then my parents could
not afford furniture. My grandparents would pile dirt in the shape of
a bench and would paste and shape
it smoothly.”
For those new to the concept, the
chulha, more commonly known as
the “fire side” is an apparatus used
for cooking. The first chulha was
made from at least three pieces of
rocks placed in a triangular position and raised to about eight or ten

‘The oven reminds me
of my days growing up
as a child. People would
cut an oil drum using
fire below and on top to
bake bread and cakes’

inches above ground. The pots were
placed on top of the chulha while
dried wood was used as fuel to ignite the fire.
Mud ovens are commonly found
in third world countries where indoor cooking facilities are nominal
and cooking fuel consists of wood.
In most homes, the ovens were constructed in a simple way to accommodate one pot at a time.
“The oven reminds me of my days
growing up as a child. People would
cut an oil drum using fire below and

on top to bake bread and cakes.”
Hailing from Fyzabad Branch
Road, Fyzabad, she initially began
making the ovens for her son’s
friends, but eventually began selling
them after her husband’s death four
years ago.
“After the loss of my husband, I
was feeling depressed,” said Ramsingh. “One day I decided to pull myself together and began making the
chulhas. It is something I have now
mastered.”
“I can make one in an hour and
lately I have started making small dirt
ovens with help from my son who
does fabricating.”
Ramsingh boasted that she now
has customers as far as Tobago. She
has started passing on her knowledge
to her granddaughter and grandson,
hoping that they will carry on the tradition as they grow older. She also
hopes that she will eventually be able
to export her products abroad in the
future.

Rams

gh puts the

Commenting on the cancellation of next year’s Carnival, Cardinal said it was a great loss for
him, because during Carnival time
his earnings “were not so bad.”
“We have had a lot of carnivals,” he opined, “and skipping
this one would not hurt us. We
should firstly think about the
safety of everyone. This is not
about choice, color or race. We
should think about the thousands dying and the safety for
everyone. Carnival is a loss for
me, as much as the Government.
I would make money moving
from band to band ,and teaching
the small kids in preparation for
their pan competitions. It will be
a loss, but I prefer safety before
loss.”
Cardinal complimented InFocus for stopping by to give people like him the kind of recognition he believed they deserved.
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Ronald Daniel:

FOR THE LOVE
OF POWER
BOAT RACING
Story & photos by
Kavita Ramcharitar

O

NE can argue that power boat
regattas provide the canvas for
some of the most spectacular
images in sport. Chances are
if you have flipped through the pages
of any sailing magazine, you may have
noticed photos by legendary photographer, Ronald Daniel, who has been the
photographer behind many epic sailing
images for many decades now.
“I did a photography course at John
Donaldson Technical Institute with ace
photographer Mark Lyndersay. Everyone
who has a love and passion for photography should do a course,” said Daniel.
Born in Cocorite, he spent a lot of
time near the sea and would go looking
at the boats. This is when he first decided to shoot power boat racing, back in
1970 with a Kodak Instamatic 110 camera.
However, things did not go as well as he
hoped.
“When I printed the picture, I was seeing the whole of Monas Island and no
boat,” said Daniel.
Looking on in disbelief, he carefully examined the photo and could only
see the bow of the boat. Not satisfied
with his first attempt, he sought the
advice of a professional photographer
who advised him to get a professional
camera.
“My wife bought me a Yashica FR2
which I used to start shooting boat
races,” said Daniel. “I would stand on
boats and on rocks at Point Rouge, out
in the Boca to take photos.”
In 1975, he travelled in a pirogue
from Port of Spain to San Fernando to
cover a regatta at the San Fernando
Yacht Club.

Legendary Power Boat photographer Ronald Daniel, left, stands next to his photo with Vortex navigator,
Roger Belle.

“I enjoyed every moment of it, because the biggest boat back then was
28 feet, but now it’s up to 40 and 50
feet,” said Daniel.
This marked the beginning of his
professional career as a power boat
photographer with his photos being
featured in a Great Race Magazine as
well the Fishing Association Magazine.
“Standing out in the Boca is one
of the greatest experiences that I ever
had, because of its vantage point, you
cannot miss a boat.”
He notes that although the Boca is
nice to shoot the race, it can be dangerous as well, because no one knows
which direction a boat can go because
of the choppy waters.
“In 1986, I begged my brother who
worked at TTT as head of sports, to allow
me to get my first experience of shooting
the Great Race from a helicopter. That

Ronald Daniel
takes a shot with
his camera.
year, Sheer Terror won.”
Since then, Daniel has always looked
forward to the Great Race, from the initial preparations until the big day. Being
a passionate photographer meant being
prepared for anything, and there were

times he would carry 50 rolls of film with
each roll consisting of 36 frames for a total of 1,800 possible photos.
When a roll ran out, he would have
mere moments to change it before the
next boat came, only knowing how well

his photos were taken after he processed
the film. Over time he moved from film
to digital photography, going from his
trusted Yashica FR2 with a 200mm lens
to a Nikon D90 then to a D5100 with
55-300mm lens along with a Canon T5
camera.
“The transition from film to digital
was not an easy one for me because of
financial constraints and knowledge to
understand DLSRs,” noted Daniel.
Navigator for the vessel Vortex, Roger Belle has been around racing since
he was child and has been racing for
over 20 years. He has also been involved
in the Trinidad & Tobago Power Boat
Association as a committee member,
vice-president and acting president.
“Myself and Ronald have been
friends for a number of years. We met
on a helicopter going to Guairá and back
capturing a race, when I got a ride to follow a sport that I was passionate about,”
said Belle.
With the Great Race having just ran
it’s 52nd consecutive race, Belle believes that preservation of its history
should be considered. Daniel himself
hopes that the Power Boat Association
will put together a gallery to display the
thousands of photos shot by himself and
other photographers.
Daniel has captured more than 50
years of great power boat racing in Trinidad & Tobago and his photography has
contributed tremendously in getting an
International following from around the
world. He has earned the respect of many
racers and is often offered a space on the
Boca to cover the race.
“He has given his time and sacrificed
immensely for this sport and his photos
were given willingly, it’s not about money,
but for the love of boat racing,” said Belle.

